Task-oriented treadmill exercise training in chronic hemiparetic stroke
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Abstract—Patients with stroke have elevated hemiparetic gait costs secondary to low activity levels and are often severely deconditioned. Decrements in peak aerobic capacity affect functional ability and cardiovascular-metabolic health and may be partially mediated by molecular changes in hemiparetic skeletal muscle. Conventional rehabilitation is time delimited in the subacute stroke phase and does not provide adequate aerobic intensity to reverse the profound detriments to fitness and function that result from stroke. Hence, we have studied progressive full body weight-support treadmill (TM) training as an adjunct therapy in the chronic stroke phase. Task-oriented TM training has produced measurable changes in fitness, function, and indices of cardiovascular-metabolic health after stroke, but the precise mechanisms for these changes remain under investigation. Further, the optimal dose of this therapy has yet to be identified for individuals with stroke and may vary as a function of deficit severity and outcome goals. This article summarizes the functional and metabolic decline caused by inactivity after stroke and provides current evidence that supports the use of TM training during the chronic stroke phase, with protocols and inclusion/exclusion criteria described. Our research findings are discussed in relation to associated research.
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PROBLEM OF POSTSTROKE DECONDITIONING

Stroke is a leading cause of disability [1–4], with residual neurological deficits that persistently impair function and lead to profound physical deconditioning [5–6]. By limiting mobility and increasing fall risk, the hemiparetic gait that accompanies chronic stroke promotes a sedentary lifestyle, which leads to disability through deconditioning and “learned non-use” [7–8]. Peak cardiovascular fitness levels following hemiparetic stroke are roughly half those of age-matched sedentary individuals [5,9–10]. Further, the energy requirements of hemiparetic gait are elevated by 55 to 100 percent compared with age-matched control subjects [11–12]. This detrimental combination of poor peak exercise capacity and elevated energy demands for hemiparetic gait is termed diminished physiological fitness reserve [13]. The cardiovascular deconditioning coupled with the secondary body composition abnormalities that follow stroke...
have implications for both function and cardiovascular-metabolic health.

The functional consequences of sedentary living after stroke are partially accounted for by detrimental effects on peak aerobic capacity. Peak oxygen consumption (VO₂) values in patients with stroke are below the level required for many basic activities of daily living (ADL) [10,14]. While fitness levels for age-matched nondisabled individuals far exceed the approximate range required for ADL, VO₂ levels for most patients with stroke fall in the middle of this zone [10] (Figure 1). Thus, many individuals with stroke must work to exhaustion or physiologically cross the anaerobic threshold to achieve basic ADL. These decreased fitness levels make certain activities either impossible or metabolically unsustainable for any extended period of time. Clearly, individuals with stroke can become functionally compromised based on decrements in aerobic capacity.

Reduced physical activity levels after stroke may also contribute to poor cardiovascular-metabolic health and an increased risk for recurrent cerebrovascular events [15]. Physical fitness and cardiovascular health are integrally related, with epidemiological studies indicating physical inactivity is associated with increased risk for incident stroke [16]. Moreover, cardiovascular deconditioning is strongly associated with insulin resistance and the metabolic syndrome, which is an independent predictor for increased risk of stroke, with higher population-attributable risk than type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) [17].

We and others report that insulin resistance is highly prevalent after stroke [18] and that the combined prevalence of impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) and T2DM may exceed 80 percent in individuals with chronic stroke [19]. Since IGT and T2DM prospectively predict two- and threefold increased risk for recurrent cerebrovascular events, respectively [20], this finding may constitute an important modifiable risk factor in secondary stroke prevention.

Physical inactivity can cause deconditioning across the phases of stroke recovery. Cardiac monitoring during conventional physical therapy reveals that low aerobic intensity is reached for <3 minutes in a typical physical therapy session [21]. Further, usual care for outpatient physical therapy, while quite variable in its application, was recently found to consist of only 9 ± 5 (mean ± standard deviation) visits that end 30 to 180 days post-stroke [22]. Hence, conventional subacute stroke rehabilitation likely does not provide adequate exercise to reverse profound deconditioning [16]. Following completion of subacute stroke rehabilitation, patients with stroke had extremely low activity levels that further contribute to deconditioning and poor cardiovascular health as measured by microprocessor-linked step activity monitoring [23–24]. We report that community-dwelling individuals with chronic stroke take a mean of only 1,400 steps/day, with only 83 steps/day at a higher walking intensity (>30 steps/min). These extremely sedentary ambulatory activity levels are significantly associated with the poor fitness levels found in this population, a finding that argues for interventions that address the sedentary lifestyle so common among individuals with stroke. Evidence suggests that nearly half of patients with stroke decline in mobility function within a year and that these declines are linked to reduced exposure to physical therapy care [25–26]. Hence, continued worsening of aerobic capacity and metabolic health during the poststroke recovery period are well-documented and responsible for the comorbid cardiovascular conditions that represent the leading cause of death in this population [27–29]. Exercise interventions that go beyond the subacute stroke recovery period are needed for subjects with chronic stroke and hemiparesis to realize their potential for long-term functional motor recovery and cardiovascular health.

Figure 1.
Tissue-Level Abnormalities After Stroke

Numerous body composition and hemiparetic muscle tissue abnormalities in chronic stroke contribute to poor cardiovascular health and insulin resistance. These tissue-level changes may be primary targets for exercise intervention strategies. Following stroke, gross hemiparetic skeletal muscular atrophy and increased intramuscular area fat are present [30]. These changes are clinically relevant given the data that confirm a strong relationship between thigh muscle mass and peak aerobic capacity after stroke [6]. In addition, elevated intramuscular fat is associated with insulin resistance and its complications [30]. Cellular changes in tissues of the paretic side may also negatively influence fitness, function, and cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk. Specifically, a deficit severity-dependent shift toward a fast-twitch muscle molecular phenotype in the paretic leg results in a more fatigable muscle fiber type that is more insulin resistant, which may contribute to the high incidence of IGT in this population [31–33]. Furthermore, nearly threefold elevated levels of tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) messenger RNA are reported in hemiparetic quadriceps muscle from patients with stroke compared with those from non-paretic legs and nonstroke control subjects [34]. Elevated TNF-α levels in skeletal muscle tissue are strongly linked to muscular wasting and insulin resistance in T2DM and advancing age and may contribute to the structural and metabolic abnormalities in hemiparetic skeletal muscle after stroke [35–38]. Since exercise training has been shown to reduce skeletal muscle TNF-α expression, which improves muscle strength and metabolic function in selected nonstroke populations [36], modification of inflammatory pathways through exercise therapy warrants consideration in the high CVD risk stroke population.

Task-Oriented Training: Combining Locomotor Learning with Aerobic Exercise

Treadmill (TM) training is a task-oriented exercise model that assumes multiple physiological systems are integral to improving mobility recovery and optimizing cardiovascular health after stroke. The multiple systems approach accounts for potential effects on central nervous system motor control, cardiovascular fitness, muscle tissue characteristics, and whole-body metabolic health. Hence, full body weight-support TM training is designed to provide a task-repetitive locomotor training stimulus according to a progressive aerobic exercise formula.

The TM training model leverages three physiological principles: (1) improved reflexive gait patterning attributed to altered afferent proprioceptive input, (2) augmented locomotor entrainment with task-repetition that animal and human studies show is crucial for motor learning [39–40], and (3) progression of metabolic demands of the training stimulus by increasing velocity, grade, training session duration, and total program length. The latter principle of progression raises fundamental questions regarding which exercise formulas can optimally improve functional and metabolic health outcomes. As a starting point, we developed a conservative, low-intensity, progressive aerobic exercise program based on cardiac rehabilitation that is adjusted to baseline cardiopulmonary tolerance and gait deficit severity for patients with stroke [41–45]. The following sections provide an overview of our exercise protocols and safety data that have been used in randomized controlled studies on improving fitness and ambulatory function in older individuals with chronic hemiparetic gait following stroke.

Treadmill Testing and Training Protocols

Unique safety and feasibility issues must be considered when designing TM exercise protocols for individuals with stroke. The high incidence of medical and cardiovascular comorbid conditions warrants full preexercise evaluations complete with medical history, physical and cardiovascular examinations, and a review of basic blood test results to confirm eligibility for this type of therapy. Our clinical research experience with subjects with chronic stroke shows that approximately 70 percent have significant active medical issues that require contact with a physician for intervention before initiation of exercise training [41]. Most common are findings of previously undiagnosed T2DM, dyslipidemia, and coronary artery disease [41]. Proper medical screening must serve as a foundation for safety oversight related to exercise training.

Medical exclusions for exercise after stroke are consistent with American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) criteria for high CVD risk subjects who participate in aerobic exercise [46]. In brief, our research exclusion
criteria include symptomatic heart failure, unstable angina, peripheral arterial occlusive disease, aphasia (operationally defined as incapacity to follow two-point commands), dementia, untreated major depression, and other medical conditions that preclude participation in aerobic exercise, as previously reported [41]. These criteria are prospectively supported by our safety data tracking across >10,000 TM aerobic training sessions and >400 peak exercise tests in patients with hemiparetic stroke that reveal no study-related serious adverse events. However, these data do not represent the full range of patients who are eligible for exercise training and are inadequate for defining all potential medical contraindications unique to stroke. We consider hemodynamically significant carotid stenosis and recent stroke or transient ischemic attack (<4 weeks) as contraindications to peak exercise testing. Strenuous physical exertion with exercise stress testing can produce arrhythmias and lower blood pressure in some individuals with cardiac disease. These cardiac events could trigger stroke in individuals with hemodynamic arterial stenosis or extend brain infarction in early poststroke when cerebral autoregulation is impaired and perfusion is more passively dependent on collateral circulation. Additional contraindications to regular TM training might include lower-limb joint arthritis and spastic deformity, depending on severity. Generally, orthopedic impediments should be reviewed on a case by case basis by a credentialed clinician for optimal adherence to safety principles. More data are needed to produce broader evidence-based safety recommendations for exercise testing and training in the stroke population.

After medical clearance, participants undergo a customized TM exercise stress test. This test is preceded by a 30-foot timed floor walk, which serves as a functional screen for ability to undertake the TM test and provides an estimate of TM walking velocity. Training is then individualized according to baseline gait function and fitness level and is progressed using conventional aerobic exercise formulas common to cardiac rehabilitation [41]. An overview of the protocols related to the use of TM exercise as a rehabilitation therapy is shown in Table 1.

Most patients with hemiparetic stroke have poor self-efficacy for exercise and do not have prior experience with TM training, which necessitates a careful acclimatization to this new task. This acclimatization is accomplished with the 0° incline TM tolerance test, which provides initial assessment of gait stability and gradual acclimatization to the task and identifies the target walking velocity for subsequent peak effort exercise testing. A gait support belt is used as a safety measure. Since biomechanics of TM exercise differ from overground walking, most individuals experience a readily visible acclimatization period over about 3 to 7 minutes that is recognized by improved gait symmetry as the TM velocity is gradually increased according to tolerance [41].

After a 15-minute seated rest, individuals perform a constant velocity, peak effort, graded TM exercise test to volitional fatigue to assess the cardiopulmonary response to strenuous physical exertion. Participants are assured TM speed will be held constant at their individualized comfortable walking pace and inclines will be increased as tolerated. During this initial exercise test, open circuit spirometry is not used so that communication and patient comfort are optimized. Continuous electrocardiogram (ECG) and vital signs monitoring are used during this initial exercise stress test, consistent with ACSM safety criteria for high CVD risk populations.

Test termination criteria include a patient’s request to stop at volitional fatigue, observed gait instability, or other stop criterion according to guidelines of the ACSM. Our initial TM stress testing cohort revealed previously undiagnosed asymptotic myocardial ischemia in 29 percent of stroke patients, which is consistent with other reports [45] and highlights the importance of careful cardiac screening in this high CVD risk population. Patients eligible for exercise training included those who could successfully complete 3 consecutive minutes of TM walking at ≥0.13 m/s (≥0.3 mph) and 0° incline without significant signs of myocardial ischemia or other contraindications to participation in regular aerobic exercise training. This minimal entry criterion ensures that the participants have adequate neuromotor capacity to participate in aerobic training [41].

**EXERCISE PRESCRIPTION AND TRAINING PROGRESSION**

Our training target in chronic stroke patients consists of three 40 to 45 minute sessions a week of TM walking at 60 to 70 percent of heart rate (HR) reserve (HRR), where target HR is determined according to the Karvonen formula

\[
\text{Target HR} = [(HR_{\text{peak}} - HR_{\text{rest}}) \times \text{desired \%}] + HR_{\text{rest}}.
\]
Training is initiated conservatively at 40 percent of HRR for durations of 10 to 15 minutes and advanced to the target range as tolerated. However, in patients on beta-blocker medications, the HR response to exercise is artificially reduced and a modified progression strategy is mandated for these individuals. Discontinuous training epochs of 3 to 5 minutes of TM walking with similar duration interval rests are preferred in highly deconditioned or more severely disabled patients who are incapable of continuous training. Total training duration is then advanced toward the target as tolerated. Handrail support is used, and a 5-minute TM warm-up and cool-down period at approximately 30 percent of HRR are phased into each workout as participants develop the necessary endurance for longer bouts of training. HR is monitored continuously by two-lead ECG (Polar Electro, Woodbury, New York), and blood pressure recordings are taken before, at the midpoint, and at the conclusion of each exercise session to ensure safety and document the intensity of the training session.

Progression of training workload is determined biweekly by monitoring each patient’s gait, HR response, and self-reported fatigue level at the end of a training session. If no gait instability is observed, training speed is increased by 0.1 mph increments until target training intensity is reached. Increase in TM grade (1% increments) is used secondarily to achieve target aerobic intensity for those individuals who do not tolerate further TM velocity progression. Training duration is typically advanced approximately 5 minutes every 2 weeks, as tolerated, for a total of 45 minutes of training by the third month of training. For those subjects completing intermittent bouts of exercise, only duration is altered and subjects progress to one continuous bout of 15 minutes.

Using this protocol, we have 88 percent compliance for three time a week exercise attendance with no adverse events, somatic complaints, or overuse syndromes compared with matched control subjects who perform supervised stretching exercises [42]. Training duration can be expected to increase by 240 percent and training velocity by 35 percent across 6 months [42]. However, these limited data do not fully define stroke patients’ ability to progress in training capacity nor do they define the training parameters needed to optimize functional and cardiovascular health gains. In our experience, individuals with chronic hemiparesis demonstrate substantial heterogeneity in their ability to progress with training; some individuals experience much greater gains. While this heterogeneity may be due in part to motivational-behavioral factors, the implications are that elements of training progression could be better cultivated. Further studies are underway to determine the precise exercise prescription and progression formulas that optimize gains in function and cardiovascular-metabolic health.

**PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF TREADMILL TRAINING AFTER STROKE**

**Effects of Treadmill Training on Fitness and Economy of Gait**

Results show that the time profile of cardiovascular fitness gains with regular TM exercise training are progressive and nearly equal across the initial 3 months and months 3 to 6 poststroke (Figure 2) [42]. No evidence of a plateau exists, which suggests that training even beyond 6 months may produce further benefits in peak fitness levels. Findings in this randomized study show that TM training improves fitness long after conventional rehabilitation care has ended and that the duration of exercise therapy to optimize these outcomes is at least 6 months.
This result supports the rationale for long-term exercise after stroke, which is consistent with public health recommendations for sustained regular exercise to improve fitness and cardiovascular health for all Americans.

TM training improves physiological fitness reserve in chronic stroke patients by increasing VO₂ while lowering the energy cost of hemiparetic gait [45]. These improvements may enhance functional mobility in chronic stroke by increasing peak ambulatory workload capacity and enabling basic mobility ADL to be performed at a lower percentage of peak exercise capacity [43].

Treadmill Training and Ambulatory Function After Stroke

Randomized study results also show that TM aerobic exercise therapy improves measured long-distance ambulatory capacity after stroke to a greater extent than an intervention that combines elements of conventional therapy [42]. TM aerobic exercise increased 6-minute walk distance by 30 percent, with most of the improvement occurring by 3 months (Figure 3). Although short-distance ambulatory 30-foot timed walks were improved with TM training, no significant differences were noted compared with control subjects [42].

Self-Reported Functional Mobility (Walking Impairment Questionnaire) After Treadmill Training

The Walking Impairment Questionnaire (WIQ) assesses the effects of exercise on self-reported walking distance, speed, and stair climbing. Progressive TM aerobic exercise improves WIQ distance scores (45 ± 7 to 70 ± 7, mean ± standard error) compared with control subjects (50 ± 7 to 56 ± 8) (p < 0.05, between groups) [42]. These findings suggest that training regimen significantly affects community-based activity levels and preserves fitness, function, and metabolic health after stroke.

Predictors of Response to Treadmill Training

No clinical or demographic factors correlated with the absence of TM aerobic exercise treatment response in any of the measured outcomes. Regression analyses showed no link between adaptations in VO₂ or 6-minute
walk performance and age at entry, latency since stroke, initial VO$_2$, or gait deficit severity. However, degree of progression in selected TM training parameters over 6 months did relate to the nature of the exercise-mediated adaptations. Specifically, change in training session duration did relate to improvements in 6-minute walk distances ($r = 0.41$, $p < 0.05$) but not VO$_2$ ($r = 0.19$, $p = 0.34$). Conversely, increases in TM training velocity over 6 months significantly correlated with increases in VO$_2$ ($r = 0.43$, $p < 0.05$) but not change in 6-minute walk distances ($r = 0.17$, $p = 0.46$).

### Leg Strength and Spasticity

The effects of TM exercise on muscle strength and spastic reflexes have been assessed after stroke [47]. Fourteen subjects age 66 ± 3 years with residual gait deviations because of chronic stroke (>6 months) underwent repeated measures of reflexive and volitional (concentric and eccentric) torque on the hamstring musculature bilaterally with the use of isokinetic dynamometry. Torque output was measured at four angular velocities (30, 60, 90, and 120 °/s). After 3 months of low-intensity aerobic exercise three times a week, significant main effects were noted for concentric torque production. Torque/time production in the concentric mode also improved significantly in the paretic (50%, $p < 0.01$) and nonparetic hamstrings (31%, $p < 0.01$). Eccentric torque/time production increased by 21 percent ($p < 0.01$) and 22 percent ($p < 0.01$) in the paretic and nonparetic hamstrings, respectively. Passive (reflexive) torque/time generation in the paretic hamstrings decreased by 11 percent ($p < 0.03$). Reflexive torque/time was unchanged in the nonparetic hamstrings ($p = 0.45$). These findings provide evidence that progressive TM aerobic exercise training improves volitional torque and torque/time generation and reduces reflexive torque/time production in the hemiparetic limb [47].

### Overground Walking Changes After Treadmill Training

The purpose of Patterson et al.’s study was to investigate how TM exercise changes spatial and temporal gait parameters and how these changes relate to changes in overground walking function [48]. In that study, significant increases in 30-foot walk times and 6-minute walk distances were accompanied by increased walking velocity (22%), stride length (13%), and cadence (7%). The investigators concluded that TM aerobic exercise improves gait velocity secondary to increased stride length and, to a lesser extent, cadence. Further, this increase in gait performance capacity was carried over into multiple ambulatory conditions including short- and long-distance walking and walking with and without a usual prescribed assistive device.

### Effects of Treadmill Training on Markers of Cardiovascular-Metabolic Risk and Body Composition After Stroke

Exercise training has been shown to improve a number of cardiovascular and metabolic risk factors in non-stroke populations [49], including hypertension [50], hyperlipidemia [51], obesity [52], insulin resistance [49], and inflammation [53]. However, few studies have specifically assessed the effects of exercise training on markers of CVD risk in the stroke population [16]. Rimmer et al. reported that exercise training improved dyslipidemia and measures of regional adiposity in morbidly obese individuals with stroke (mean body mass index [BMI] >35) [54]. Additionally, Fletcher et al. reported that a home exercise training program improved left ventricular ejection fraction and lipid profiles in chronically disabled individuals, the majority of whom were individuals with stroke [55]. Although insulin resistance and IGT are prospectively linked to stroke risk, no prior studies have looked at these parameters across a training intervention in stroke. Our preliminary data show that 6 months of mild-moderate TM training lowers fasting hyperinsulinemia by 24 percent in individuals with chronic stroke. This result is clinically relevant given the epidemiological data that show a strong prospective link between hyperinsulinemia and cardiovascular morbidity and mortality. Interestingly, the body composition findings in the same group of volunteers with stroke showed no change in percent body fat, fat-free mass, and total body weight across the intervention period (Table 2).

Unlike Rimmer et al.’s study, our study population had a more normal BMI (<30), which demonstrates that cardiovascular-metabolic adaptations with exercise after stroke are possible without concomitant changes in body composition. This finding highlights the possibility that exercise-induced changes in whole-body metabolism could be mediated by cellular and molecular adaptations in skeletal muscle. For example, preliminary data from our laboratory show that TM training may cause a shift back toward a more normal myosin heavy chain (MHC) isoform distribution in the paretic leg of patients with
stroke (Figure 4). This reduction in the fast-twitch muscle fiber type could improve both insulin sensitivity and function according to previous findings.

In addition, other relevant molecular mechanisms may exist that are related to improvements in metabolism and function after stroke. Specifically, we have begun to investigate the effect of TM exercise on markers of inflammation in stroke skeletal muscle, having already identified unusually high levels of these markers in the paretic leg at baseline.

### SUMMARY AND FUTURE RESEARCH

The high prevalence of extreme sedentary living after stroke is a massive public health problem that causes debilitating levels of deconditioning as well as cardiovascular morbidity and mortality. Conventional rehabilitation is time delimited within the subacute stroke phase and does not provide adequate aerobic intensity to reverse the profound detriments to fitness and function. However, Eich et al. showed that TM training can be combined with more conventional therapies during early stroke recovery phases for optimal improvements in walking capacity [56]. Further, our randomized studies of task-oriented aerobic training in chronic stroke (>6 months) show improvements in peak aerobic capacity, economy of gait, long-distance ambulatory capacity, self-reported physical activity, muscle strength, spasticity, and gait dynamics. Preliminary data show the first evidence that exercise may also favorably alter indices of insulin sensitivity after stroke in the absence of any changes to body composition. In a small number of patients with stroke, we report that TM exercise training may restore the slow-twitch MHC muscle molecular phenotype, which could partially account for improvements in insulin sensitivity and function. However, the extent to which exercise training can reverse the structural and metabolic abnormalities in hemiparetic muscle is unknown and requires further investigation.

Although TM exercise studies show progressive gains in fitness and ambulatory function over 6 months of training, the optimal dose of this therapy has yet to be identified for patients with stroke and may vary as a function of deficit severity as well as other factors. Specifically, consideration must be made in terms of intensity and duration of the TM training stimulus that may affect outcomes in the realms of function and metabolism. Follow-up studies are currently underway that build upon the work of Pohl et al. [57] and others [58–59] by randomizing

---

**Table 2.**

Body composition change for treadmill intervention vs stretching protocol intervention (mean ± standard error).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Treadmill (n = 26) Baseline</th>
<th>Treadmill (n = 26) 6 Months</th>
<th>Control (n = 20) Baseline</th>
<th>Control (n = 20) 6 Months</th>
<th>p-Value (group × time interaction)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Body Weight (kg)</td>
<td>78.6 ± 3</td>
<td>78.5 ± 2</td>
<td>82.2 ± 3</td>
<td>81.9 ± 3</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body Fat (%)</td>
<td>36.8 ± 2</td>
<td>37.4 ± 2</td>
<td>35.6 ± 2</td>
<td>35.9 ± 2</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fat-Free Mass (kg)</td>
<td>45.9 ± 2</td>
<td>46.3 ± 2</td>
<td>48.6 ± 2</td>
<td>48.4 ± 2</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Figure 4.

Silver-stained gel electrophoresis of shift toward more normal myosin heavy chain isoform distribution after treadmill training in individuals with chronic stroke between (a) control and (b) treadmill training participants.
patients with stroke to high- and low-speed TM training groups. Our intent is to test the effect of differing training strategies on a variety of functional and metabolic outcomes. Our preliminary data suggest that higher exercise intensity training, advanced according to both TM speed and grade, is crucial for improving cardiovascular fitness, while greater dose in the form of task repetition over a longer training session predicts gains in ambulatory function. Future research efforts will need to observe the effects of precise manipulation of training parameters in individuals with stroke of varying disability profiles to determine the ideal training regimens. The training protocols may necessarily vary according to differing outcome goals in the categories of function, fitness, and cardiovascular-metabolic health.
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